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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in string theory have revealed the need to study generalizati
supersymmetry which lie beyond the realm of existing classifications of space–time supersy
try algebras. Space–time supersymmetry algebras areZ2-graded super Lie algebrasg5g0% g1

having eveng0 and oddg1 subspaces, where the even partg05^M & % ^P& % h includes the gen-
erators of spacetime Lorentz transformationsM , translationsP, and a subspace of additiona
‘‘internal symmetries’’h. The usual relation between spin and statistics implies that generato
g1 transform as half-integer spin representations under the Lorentz transformations. Trad
classifications of spacetime supersymmetries were based on assumptions arising from th
tional requirement that the supersymmetries act on either S-matrix elements1 or on some physica
Hilbert space of particle states.2 In particular these restrict the maximum spin of the generator
be one and require the internal symmetries to be ‘‘central’’ in the sense that they commute w
other generators. Moreover, in four dimensional space–time, the realization of these algeb
physical states restricts finite dimensional representations to contain fields of spin less t
equal to two and the maximal numberN of independent supercharges ing1 to eight.

There are several instances in which spacetime supersymmetries and representation
general than those allowed in traditional settings occur. In M-theory, for instance, the in
symmetriesh do not commute with the Lorentz generators~see e.g., Ref. 3!. In N-extended super
self-dual theories in four dimensional Euclidean space, finite dimensional representations c
ing fields of spin higher than two do occur and there are consistent theories for any choiceN.4

In N52 string theory,5 the absence of the usual relation between spin and statistics gives ris
realization of a purely even variant of supersymmetry6 on an infinite dimensional space of strin
states. There are indications that this statistics-twisted version of supersymmetry is relate
N→` extension of the super Poincare´ algebra, which has a realization on anN5` self-dual
Yang–Mills supermultiplet.4 These examples show that there seems to be room for the stu
more general superalgebras containing the~N-extended! super Poincare´ algebra or the super d
Sitter algebra as a subalgebra or as a contraction. The work of Fradkin and Vasiliev~e.g., Ref. 7!
on higher spin superalgebras on anti de Sitter space is also noteworthy in this respect. The
paper is a further contribution in this direction.

In a series of recent papers8 we recently developed an approach to the study of general
super-Poincare´ algebras containing generators having spins higher than one. We showed
contrary to common belief, such superalgebras indeed exist and are realizable in terms of

a!Electronic mail: devchand@math.uni-bonn.de
b!Electronic mail: Jean.Nuyts@umh.ac.be
58400022-2488/2001/42(12)/5840/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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fields on generalized superspaces having coordinates of higher spin which commute or an
mute in accordance with their statistics. We constructed numerous examples of generalize
ralgebras with generators having spins up to two.

In the present paper, we address ourselves to another type of generalization, concern
question of higher multiplicities of certain representations in the superalgebra. Theories wN
supercharges are of special interest. In these, there does not seem to be any principle
distinguishes some of the supercharges from the others and field theories containing such
charges are usually taken to be invariant under permutation of the supercharges. In this pa
impose this permutation invariance at the level of the superalgebra, introducing what we w
democratic superalgebras. Our purpose here is not a complete classification of possibilit
rather, we aim to show that under the imposition ofdemocracy, even in the widely familiar
four-dimensional case, an investigation of super Jacobi identities yields some potentially in
ing democratic spacetime superalgebras which lie beyond known classifications. The main
feature which arises in our approach is that the algebra of Lorentz scalarsh generated by the
superderivations is no longer either Abelian or in the center ofg. Although democracy implies the
Coleman–Mandula requirement9 that the scalars commute with~even! translations, they possibly
rotate spinor derivations among themselves.

II. DEMOCRATIC SUPERALGEBRAS

A. Four-dimensional space–time supersymmetry

Since our aim is to generalize traditional discussions and since our considerations are
algebraic, we restrict ourselves to the general complex setting. The question of the appropri
form depends in any case on the signature of the space–time on which the superalgebra
realized; and this depends on the specific context of the application. We consider the L
group to be SO(4,C), with complex generatorsMab ,M ȧḃ , where there is of course no conjug
tion between dotted and undotted spinor indices.

We shall considerZ2-gradedN-extended complex supersymmetry algebras of the formg
5g0% g1 , with even part

g05^Mab ,M ȧḃ ,¹aȧ& % h, ~1!

where¹aȧ denotes the derivative vector fields generating translations, andh is the subspace o
internal symmetries,

h5K Yi ,Zi j 52Zji ; (
i

Yi50, (
i

Zi j 50, i , j 51,...,NL , ~2!

spanned by a set of Lorentz scalar generators, (N21) Y’s and (N21)(N22)/2 Z’s.
The odd subspaceg1 is spanned byN copies of the two types of spinor representations

so(4,C), namely, the 2N fermionic operators¹a
i ,¹ȧ

i ( i 51,...,N), which together with the
bosonic vectorial operator¹aḃ , form the set of superderivations acting on anN-extended super-
space. We denote the vector space of superderivations,

D5^¹aḃ ,¹a
i ,¹ȧ

i &5D0% D1 ,

where the even and odd parts are spanned by the vector and spinor derivations, respectiv
vector spaceD may be extended to include vector fields having higher spins on the lines o
consideration in Ref. 8. For simplicity, however, we restrict ourselves here, to the considera
operators having spin less than or equal to one.

We shall assume that all the elements ing have commutation or anticommutation relations
agreement with their statistics and with covariance under the Lorentz transformations with
eratorsMab , M ȧḃ , a,b,ȧ,ḃ51,2 satisfying
 15 Nov 2002 to 192.68.254.21. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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@Mab ,Mgd#5ebgMad1eagMbd1ebdMag1eadMbg ,

@M ȧḃ ,M ġ ḋ#5eḃġM ȧḋ1eȧġM ḃḋ1eḃḋM ȧġ1eȧḋM ḃġ , ~3!

@Mab ,M ġ ḋ#50.

Lorentz covariance, in particular, determines all commutators of the basic operators with tM ,
namely,

@Mab ,¹g
i #5eag¹b

i 1ebg¹a
i , @Mab ,¹ġ

i #50, @Mab ,Yi #50, @Mab ,Zi j #50,

~4!
@M ȧḃ ,¹ġ

i #5eȧġ¹
ḃ

i
1eḃġ¹ȧ

i , @M ȧḃ ,¹g
i #50, @M ȧḃ ,Yi #50, @M ȧḃ ,Zi j #50.

Given these commutation rules, all Jacobi identities involving at least twoM ’s are automatically
satisfied. Lorentz covariance also yields restrictions on the~anti!commutators of any two element
of g. These guarantee that the Jacobi identities involving at least oneM are also automatically
satisfied.

The spinor derivations¹a
i ,¹ȧ

i are taken to transform under some group of automorphismT
of the superalgebrag,

T¹a
i T215U j

i ¹a
j , T¹ȧ

i T215Vj
i ¹ȧ

j , ~5!

where the matricesU,V are representations of the group elementT. In this paper, we make
particular use of discrete transformations, takingU andV to be permutation matrices on the inde
i . When the automorphism group is continuous, the action of the group can be expressed
form of commutation relations with the generators of the group: for instance, the scalar gene
Y or Z which appear in~32!–~37!.

We shall also allow the possibility of generating scalars by anticommuting spinor deriva
e.g., $¹a

i ,¹b
j %;eabZi j . Traditionally,1 such Lorentz scalars are always taken to be central w

respect toD. In our approach we do nota priori restrict the Lorentz scalars to be central. In fa
they rotate the spinor derivations¹a

i ,¹ȧ
i just as the automorphisms~5!. This is the main source o

our novel examples of spacetime supersymmetries.

B. Democracy

1. Permutation invariants

We shall impose what we call democracy: we require the supercommutation relations
invariant under the combined permutations of thei -indices of¹a

i and of¹ȧ
i . The group gener-

ating democracySN is the diagonal group of two groups of permutations acting independentl
the two sets of spinors, with permutation matricesU5V in ~5!.

The Clebsch–Gordon coefficients of the democratic group may be described as follow
permutation invariant coupling amongp (p.1) i type indices can be associated to Young-ty
diagrams. Given a Young diagram withp (p.0) boxes denoted@m#5@m1 ,m2 ,...,mp#, with mj

boxes in thej th row (( jmj5p,mi 11<mi), we associate with it ap-index tensoru [m1m2¯mp]
i 1i 2¯ i p

defined by

~6!
 15 Nov 2002 to 192.68.254.21. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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Note that these tensors clearly do not have the standard Young diagram symmetries. Fromu
tensors, by permuting indices, all the invariant tensors of the permutation group can be
structed. For a Young-type diagram withp boxes, ifnl is the number of rows having lengthmk

5 l , the number of independent invariant tensors is given byp!/( )kmk! ) lnl !).
Some of these tensors have a simple interpretation in terms of the familiar Kronecker

d i j . In particular,

u [2]
i j 5d i j , u [22]

i jkl 5d i j dkl, u [222]
i jklmn5d i j dkldmn, ~7!

correspond to the invariant tensors of so(N). These are special cases of the identities,

u
[m1m2m3¯]

i 1¯ i m1
i m111¯ i m11m2

¯

5u
[m1]

i 1¯ i m1u
[m2]

i m111¯ i m11m2u [m3]
¯

¯ . ~8!

One further useful identity~with summation over repeated indices assumed! is

u [1]
i u [m]

i jk¯5u [m21]
jk¯ , ~9!

which is valid for allm.0 if we define

u [0]ªN. ~10!

2. Trace conditions

We note that the tensoru [1]
i can be used to decompose tensors into their permutation irre

ible parts. In particular, a vectorVi has two irreducible components given by the scalar projec
S,

S5u [1]
j Vj ~11!

and its complementary piece, of dimensionN21,

Yj5Vi2
1

N
u [1]

i S. ~12!

Similarly, a general antisymmetric tensorTi j can be decomposed under the permutation group
two irreducible pieces. A piece of the formYj is obtained by the projection

Yj5u [1]
i Ti j , ~13!

which satisfies

u [1]
j Yj50. ~14!

The other irreducible pieceZi j , of dimension (N21)(N22)/2, can be defined by

Zi j 5Ti j 2
1

N
~u [1]

i Yj2u [1]
j Yi ! ~15!

and satisfies

u [1]
i Zi j 50. ~16!

We will generically call conditions imposed on the structure constants which guarantee th
ducibility of the relevant tensorstrace conditions. The tensorsY in ~12! and Z in ~15! will be
called trace-free.
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Since theYk and theZkl need to satisfy the trace-free conditions~16! and~14!, it is convenient
to use some partially trace-free combinations of the invariantu-tensors with certain symmetries

t [2]
i j
ªu [2]

i j 2
1

N
u [11]

i j ,

t [21]
i jk

ªu [21]
i jk 2

1

N
u [111]

i jk ,

t [3]
i jk
ªu [3]

i jk 2
1

N
~u [21]

k j i 1u [21]
i jk 1u [21]

ik j !,

~17!

t [22]
i jkl

ªu [22]
i jkl 2u [22]

k j i l 2
1

N
~u [211]

i jkl 2u [211]
k j i l 2u [211]

i lk j 1u [211]
kli j !,

t [32]
i jklm

ªu [32]
jkl im2u [32]

ikl jm2u [32]
jkmil1u [32]

ikm jl2
1

N
~u [311]

jkl im2u [311]
ikl jm2u [311]

jkmil1u [311]
ikm jl!

1
1

N
~u [221]

jmilk2u [221]
im j lk1u [221]

jki lm2u [221]
ik j lm2u [221]

jkiml1u [221]
ik jml2u [221]

lkim j1u [221]
lk jmi1u [221]

mkil j

2u [221]
mk jli!2

3

N2 ~u [2111]
jmkil 2u [2111]

imk j l 2u [2111]
j lkim 1u [2111]

i lk jm !,

t [222]
jkmiln

ªu [222]
jkmiln2u [222]

ikm jln2u [222]
j lmikn1u [222]

i lm jkn2u [222]
jknilm1u [222]

ikn j lm1u [222]
j lnikm2u [222]

i ln jkm2
1

N
~u [2211]

jkmiln

2u [2211]
ikm jln2u [2211]

j lmikn1u [2211]
i lm jkn2u [2211]

jknilm1u [2211]
ikn j lm1u [2211]

j lnikm2u [2211]
i ln jkm2u [2211]

l imk jn1u [2211]
kiml jn

1u [2211]
l jmkin2u [2211]

k jmlin1u [2211]
l ink jm2u [2211]

kinl jm2u [2211]
l jnkim1u [2211]

k jnlim1u [2211]
jmknil2u [2211]

imkn jl2u [2211]
jmlnik

1u [2211]
imln jk2u [2211]

jnkmil1u [2211]
inkm jl1u [2211]

jnlmik2u [2211]
inlm jk!.

These satisfy the useful identities,

t [22]
jnim1t [22]

jmin[0, ~18!

t [222]
jkmiln1t [222]

jmnilm[0, ~19!

t [2]
i j t [2]

km2t [2]
k j t [2]

im 2 1
2 t [22]

knipt [22]
p jnm[0, ~20!

t [22]
minlt [22]

lq jp2t [22]
m jnlt [22]

lqip1 1
2 t [22]

ik j l t [222]
mkpnlq[0, ~21!

t [3]
i jk t [3]

knm2t [3]
n jkt [3]

kim1
1

2N
t [22]
npiqt [22]

q jpm[0, ~22!

t [22]
kmint [22]

n jmp1t [22]
km jnt [22]

minp1t [22]
im jnt [22]

nkmp[0, ~23!

t [222]
qimp jnt [222]

nkrmls1t [222]
qkmplnt [222]

jmrins1t [222]
jkmilnt [222]

qmspnr[0. ~24!

C. The supercommutators of the superderivations

Using the invariantu and t tensors, the most general permutation invariant and Lore
covariant supercommutation relations of the superderivations may be expressed,
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$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~a2t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~25!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5~b2t [2]
i j 1b11u [11]

i j !Mab1eabb21~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1eabb22t [22]
ik j l Zkl, ~26!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5~ b̄2t [2]

i j 1b̄11u [11]
i j !M ȧḃ1eȧḃb̄21~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~27!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~c2t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~28!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#5eȧḃ~ c̄2t [2]

i j 1 c̄11u [11]
i j !¹b

j , ~29!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#5r ~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!. ~30!

Comments:

~a! The equations involvingYi andZi j 52Zji on the right-hand side have been written so as
exhibit manifestly the irreducibility of these operators. In particular, use of the part
trace-free invariant tensors as coefficients automatically yieldsYi satisfying ~14! and Zi j

satisfying~16!, since using these tensors guarantees that the relevant term vanishes wh
replacesZkl by u [1]

k Vl and independentlyYk by ukS.
~b! For the¹a

i and the¹ȧ
i , we have not separated the permutation-irreducible tensors expli

However, the tensorst from ~17! have been chosen to correspond to the decomposition
the irreducible pieces.

~c! That the two terms on the right-hand side of~30! always have the same coefficient, can
easily deduced from the Jacobi identity for three¹aȧ’s. The parameterr distinguishes the
two main classes of supersymmetry algebras we shall consider: The contraction tor
50 case corresponds to thealgebras of super-Poincare´ typeand for rÞ0 we obtainalge-
bras of the super de Sitter type. We shall not consider algebras of superconformal ty
which have a second element transforming as a Lorentz vector, the generator of con
transformations.

~d! The right-hand sides involve the most general Lorentz covariant terms. This guarante
Jacobi identities involving oneM are automatically satisfied.

~e! The fifteen complex parameters$a2 ,a11%, $b2 ,b11,b21,b22%, $b̄2 ,b̄11,b̄21,b̄22%, $c2 ,c11%,
$c̄2 ,c̄11%, and$r % area priori independent. They are to be chosen so as to satisfy the s
Jacobi identities, which we shall consider in the next section.

D. The action of h on the superderivations

The most general commutation relations of the Lorentz scalar operatorsY and Z with the
superderivations compatible with Lorentz and permutation covariance, e.g.,

@Yi ,¹a
j #5~d3u [3]

i jk 1d21
a u [21]

i jk 1d21
b u [21]

ik j 1d21
c u [21]

k j i 1d111u [111]
i jk !¹a

k , ~31!

on imposition of the trace conditions, yield the following eight-parameter set of relations invo
the partially trace-free tensors~17!:

@Yi ,¹a
j #5~d3t [3]

i jk 1d21
a t [21]

i jk 1d21
b t [21]

ik j !¹a
k , ~32!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~ d̄3t [3]

i jk 1d̄21
a t [21]

i jk 1d̄21
b t [21]

ik j !¹ȧ
k , ~33!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~34!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5 f 22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~35!
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@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5 f̄ 22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~36!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50. ~37!

We note that the Coleman–Mandula-type relation,@h,D0#50, is an immediate consequence of t
trace conditions. However, the internal symmetry can still act nontrivially on the odd deriva

E. The commutators in h

The subalgebra of theY’s andZ’s has the Lorentz and permutation covariant form satisfy
the trace-conditions,

@Yi ,Yj #5g22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~38!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl1h32t [32]

jkl imZlm, ~39!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~40!

In fact the Jacobi identities always imply thath3250 ~see below!. This reduces the number o
parameters to three, which are constrained by the Jacobi identities.

III. DEMOCRATIC LIE ALGEBRAS g

The a priori Lorentz covariant commutators of ourN-extended democratic algebras mu
satisfy super Jacobi identities which guarantee that the products of the underlying operat
associative. We shall now consider the constraints imposed on the parameters in~25!–~30!, ~32!–
~37!, ~38!–~40! by the super Jacobi identities. Let us first recall that, by construction, all the Ja
identities involving at least oneM are automatically satisfied. We begin with the subalgebrah.

A. Democratic Lie algebras h

To find all possibleSN democratic algebras containing theN(N21)/2 generatorsY andZ, the
Jacobi identities for~38!–~40! need to be satisfied. These yield the following four conditions
the four parametersg22, h22, h32, k222:

h32h225h32k22250,

h22~h2222k222!50, ~41!

Ng22~h2222k222!22h32
2 50.

They generally imply thath3250, leaving the conditions

h22~h2222k222!50, g22~h2222k222!50. ~42!

These equations lead to a classification in five distinct categories:
~1a! Abelian h: all the scalar operators commute

g225h225k22250 ~43!

and theY andZ can still be renormalized freely.
~1b! The Z’s commute, they commute with theY’s but the commutators of theY’s generate the
Z’s. By renormalization of theZ’s or theY’s, we find

g2251, h225k22250. ~44!
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~2! The Z’s form an so(N21) algebra, withN21 commutingY’s which moreover are so(N
21) scalars, i.e., do not transform under theZ. Using the normalization freedom, we may wri

g225h2250, k22251. ~45!

~3a! The inhomogeneous so(N21) case. By normalization of theZ’s, the parameters can b
brought to

g2250, h2252, k22251. ~46!

TheY’s behave as a vector under so(N21) and commute. They behave as momenta with res
to so(N21) and hence this corresponds to an inhomogeneous so(N21) algebra. The normaliza
tions of theY’s can still be adjusted freely.
~3b! The so(N) case. We clearly have as manyY andZ operators as there are generators of so(N),
which is indeed a particular democratic Lie algebrah. In this case, by suitable renormalizations
theY’s and theZ’s, the parameters can be brought to their so(N) values, which we normalize a

g2251, h2252, k22251. ~47!

That these values correspond to so(N) can be seen as follows. The commutation relations of
N(N21)/2 generatorsMi j 5M ji of so(N) are usually written as,

@Mi j ,Mkl#5u [2]
jk M il 2u [2]

ik M jl 2u [2]
j l M ik1u [2]

i l M jk.

Defining projections

Vj5u [1]
k Mk j, Tjk5M jk2

1

N
~u [1]

j Vku [1]
k Vj !, ~48!

we obtain that the subset of theT operators alone form a democratic so(N21) subalgebra@with
(N21)(N22)/2 independent operators# of the so(N) algebra. TheN21 independentV operators
transform as a vector under the so(N21) subalgebra. TheV and theT satisfy precisely the
commutation relations~38!–~40! satisfied byY andZ, respectively, with

g2252
N

2
, h2251, k2225

1

2
. ~49!

Since there are possible arbitrary democratic rescalings ofV with respect toY and of T with
respect toZ, the algebra of theY’s and theZ’s corresponds to an so(N) algebra provided~47!
holds.

B. Supersymmetry algebras g

The full discussion for the rest of the super Jacobi identities is rather intricate. We discu
full set of solutions in the Appendix, discussing the main features here.

We have chosen to discuss the general solution of the Jacobi identities in terms of two c

~1! The first criterion is related to the appearance of the termu [2]
i j ¹aȧ in the anticommutators o

¹a
i with ¹ȧ

j ~parametera2) and of theY’s in the anticommutator of two¹a’s ~parameterb21!

or of two ¹ȧ’s ~parameterb̄21!.
~2! The second criterion reveals the structure of the algebrah of the Lorentz scalar elements a

discussed in the preceding section.

We use the values of the parametersa2 , b21, and b̄21 as the basis of our classification.
follows from ~25!, ~26! and ~27! that, if any of these three parameters is nonzero, it may
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renormalized to one by rescaling the three superderivations democratically. Hence, using a
fact that we have a natural symmetry under the interchange of the dotted and undotted op
we are led to six independent classes of superalgebras:

Class A: a251, b2151, b̄2151,

Class B: a251, b2151, b̄2150,

Class C: a250, b2151, b̄2151,

Class D: a251, b2150, b̄2150,
~50!

Class E: a250, b2151, b̄2150,

Class F: a250, b2150, b̄2150,

which we discuss in detail in the Appendix. ClassesB and E are chiral, not having the mirror
symmetry under the chirality interchanges between dotted and undotted indices (a↔ȧ,...) and
between the parametersc↔ c̄,... ~for existing unbarred-barred pairs!. The two further classes,

Class B8: a251, b2150, b̄2151,
~51!

Class E8: a250, b2150, b̄2151,

can clearly be obtained trivially from theB and E classes by performing the above chirali
exchanges; and we do not explicitly discuss these.

Within the above classes, the discussion is subdivided according to the values ofk222 andh22,
corresponding to the division in Sec. III A,

Case 1: k22250, h2250,

Case 2: k22251, h2250, ~52!

Case 3: k22251, h2252.

C. Some solutions of the super Jacobi identities

In this section, we discuss the main noteworthy features revealed by our approach.
consider Case A3 from the Appendix:

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~53!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %54~b22t [2]
i j 1a11b̄22u [11]

i j !Mab1eab~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~54!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%54~ b̄22t [2]

i j 1a11b22u [11]
i j !M ȧḃ1eȧḃ~~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1b̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl!, ~55!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#54eabS b22t [2]

i j 1
b̄22

N
u [11]

i j D¹
ḃ

j
, ~56!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#54eȧḃS b̄22t [2]

i j 1
b22

N
u [11]

i j D¹b
j , ~57!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#516b22b̄22~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!, ~58!
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@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~59!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~60!

@Yi ,¹a
j #54S b̄22a11t [21]

ik j 2
b22

N
t [21]
i jk D¹a

k , ~61!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #54S b22a11t [21]

ik j 2
b̄22

N
t [21]
i jk D¹ȧ

k , ~62!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #52t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~63!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #52t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~64!

@Yi ,Yj #524a11b22b̄22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~65!

@Zi j ,Yk#52t [22]
jki l Yl , ~66!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~67!

The main unusual features displayed by this algebra are:

~1! Nontrivial action of the subalgebrah on the vector space of superderivationsD;
~2! Non-Abelian subalgebra of the Lorentz scalar generators;
~3! Occurrence of thea11 term in ~53!.

The above example is of super de Sitter-type. A chiral super Poincare´-type example, also
displaying these interesting features, is given by Case B3:

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~68!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5~4b22t [2]
i j 1Nc11a11u [11]

i j !Mab1eab~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~69!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%50, ~70!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~4b22t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~71!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~72!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#50, ~73!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~74!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~75!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5S 2

4

N
b22t [21]

i jk 1Na11c11t [21]
ik j D¹a

k , ~76!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~2c11t [21]

i jk 14a11b22t [21]
ik j !¹ȧ

k , ~77!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #52t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~78!
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@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #52t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~79!

@Yi ,Yj #52Na11c11b22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~80!

@Zi j ,Yk#52t [22]
jki l Yl , ~81!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~82!

IV. CONCLUSION

The inclusion of multiplicities in our program,8 extending in a Lorentz covariant way th
algebra of coordinates and derivatives, has been shown to exhibit interesting new feature
rather rich structure of solutions for the super Jacobi identities. In order to obtain explicit
tions, we have chosen to restrict ourselves in this article to a set of operators of spin less
equal to one and to imposedemocracy. Within these restricted hypotheses, we have been ab
classify fully the allowed superalgebras of derivations and superderivations. Apart from the
known examples,1,2 new and potentially interesting cases have been uncovered.
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APPENDIX

With classes~A–F! defined in~50! and subcases~1–3! defined by~52! the full classification
of the democratic supersymmetry algebras is given below.

1. Class A

Imposing the super Jacobi identities together with the class A constraints,a251, b2151,
b̄2151, yields the relations,

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~A1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %54k222~b22t [2]
i j 1a11b̄22u [11]

i j !Mab1eab~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~A2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%54k222~ b̄22t [2]

i j 1a11b22u [11]
i j !M ȧḃ1eȧḃ~~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1b̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl!, ~A3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#54eabk222S b22t [2]

i j 1
b̄22

N
u [11]

i j D¹
ḃ

j
, ~A4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#54eȧḃk222S b̄22t [2]

i j 1
b22

N
u [11]

i j D¹b
j , ~A5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#516b22b̄22k222
2 ~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!, ~A6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~A7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~A8!
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@Yi ,¹a
j #54k222S b̄22a11t [21]

ik j 2
b22

N
t [21]
i jk D¹a

k , ~A9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #54k222S b22a11t [21]

ik j 2
b̄22

N
t [21]
i jk D¹ȧ

k , ~A10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~A11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~A12!

@Yi ,Yj #524a11b22b̄22k222t [22]
im jnZmn, ~A13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~A14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn, ~A15!

with the space of class A superalgebras defined by solutions of the system of quadratic equ

b22~2k2222h22!50,

b̄22~2k2222h22!50, ~A16!

h22~2k2222h22!50.

We find three subcases@see~52!#

Case A1:Sinceh225k22250, the parametersa11, b22, and b̄22 are free. This includes the
standard super Poincare´ algebra with Abelian algebrah of central charges.

Case A2:Herea11 is free,k22251 and all other parameters are zero. There is an so(N21)
subalgebra@see~45!# of the Z’s which decouples.

Case A3:This is a much less trivial case~see Sec. III C! and the full so(N) algebra~49! is
included in the algebra. The independent parameters area11, b22, b̄22 while h2252, k22251.

2. Class B

This class ischiral of super Poincare´-type: a251, b2151, b̄2150. It has relations

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~B1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5~4b22k222t [2]
i j 1Nc11a11u [11]

i j !Mab1eab~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~B2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~B3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~4b22k222t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~B4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~B5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#50, ~B6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~B7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~B8!
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@Yi ,¹a
j #5S 2

4

N
b22k222t [21]

i jk 1Na11c11t [21]
ik j D¹a

k , ~B9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~2c11t [21]

i jk 14a11b22k222t [21]
ik j !¹ȧ

k , ~B10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~B11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~B12!

@Yi ,Yj #52Na11c11b22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~B13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~B14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~B15!

Here the parameters are constrained by the system of equations,

b̄22h225b̄22k22250,

b22~2k2222h22!50, ~B16!

h22~2k2222h22!50,

defining the space of class B superalgebras. They are all of chiral super Poincare´-type. There are
three subcases of solutions@see~52!#:

Case B1:The parametersa11, b22, b̄22, andc11 are free,h225k22250. TheZ’s are central,
not theY’s.

Case B2:The parametersa11, and c11 are free,k22251 and the remaining are zero. Th
subalgebrah contains the so(N21) of the Z’s which decouples. The subalgebra of theY’s is
Abelian.

Case B3:The parametersa11, b22, andc11 are free,h2252, k22251, b̄2250 ~see Sec. III C!.

3. Class C

This class contains super algebras of the de Sitter-type. They allow contractions to
Poincare´-type algebras by settingc2 and/orc̄2 to zero. The relationsa250, b2151, b̄2151 yield
the superbrackets,

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5a11u [11]
i j ¹aȧ , ~C1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5a11c̄2u [11]
i j Mab1eab~~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1b22t [22]

ik j l Zkl!, ~C2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5a11c2u [11]

i j M ȧḃ1eȧḃ~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b̄22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~C3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eabS c2t [2]

i j 1
c̄2

N
u [11]

i j D¹
ḃ

j
, ~C4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#5eȧḃS c̄2t [2]

i j 1
c2

N
u [11]

i j D¹b
j , ~C5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#5c2c̄2~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!, ~C6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~C7!
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@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~C8!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5a11c̄2t [21]

ik j ¹a
k , ~C9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5a11c2t [21]

ik j ¹ȧ
k , ~C10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~C11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~C12!

@Yi ,Yj #52a11b22c̄2t [22]
im jnZmn, ~C13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~C14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~C15!

Here the parameters are constrained by the system of equations

b̄22c22b22c̄250,

b22h225b22k22250,

b̄22h225b̄22k22250, ~C16!

a11c̄2b22~2k2222h22!50,

h22~2k2222h22!50.

We find three subcases@see~52!#:
Case C1:We haveh225k22250 while a11 is free andb22, b̄22, c2 , c̄2 , are constrained by the

condition

b̄22c25b22c̄2 . ~C17!

The Z’s are central charges.
Case C2:The parametersa11, c2 , c̄2 are free,k22251 and the remaining are zero. Th

subalgebra so(N21),h of the Z’s decouples.
Case C3:The parametersa11, c2 , c̄2 are free,h2252, k22251, andb225b̄2250.

4. Class D

This hasa251, b2150, b̄2150, yielding

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~D1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5eabb22t [22]
ik j l Zkl, ~D2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~D3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~D4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~D5!
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@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#50, ~D6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~D7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~D8!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5~d3t [3]

i jk 1d21
a t [21]

i jk 2Nd̄21
a a11t [21]

ik j !¹a
k , ~D9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~2d3t [3]

i jk 1d̄21
a t [21]

i jk 2Na11d21
a t [21]

ik j !¹ȧ
k , ~D10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5 f 22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~D11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5 f 22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~D12!

@Yi ,Yj #5g22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~D13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~D14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~D15!

The remaining parameters must satisfy the 18 equations,

d3b2250, d3b̄2250, d3f 2250, d3h2250, ~D16!

b22f 2250, b22h2250, b22k22250, b22a11d̄21
a 50, ~D17!

b̄22f 2250, b̄22h2250, b̄22k22250, b̄22a11d21
a 50, ~D18!

h22~h2222k222!50, g22~h2222k222!50, f 22~ f 2222k222!50, ~D19!

d21
a ~ f 222h22!50, d̄21

a ~ f 222h22!50, d3
212N f22g221N3a11d21

a d̄21
a 50. ~D20!

We find seven essentially different subcases@see~52!#:
Case D1a:The parameterg22 is free whileh225k2225b225b̄225 f 2250 anda11, d3 , d21

a ,
d̄21

a , satisfy the condition

a11d21
a d̄21

a 1
d3

2

N3 50. ~D21!

Case D1b:The parametersb22Þ0, d21
a andg22 are free,a11 and d̄21

a are constrained by

d̄21
a a1150 ~D22!

and the remaining parameters are zero.
Case D1c:The parametersb22Þ0, b̄22Þ0, g22 are free,a11, d21

a , d̄21
a satisfy the conditions

d21
a a1150, d̄21

a a1150, ~D23!

and the remaining parameters are zero.
Case D2a:Herek22251, the parametersa11, d3 , d21

a , d̄21
a satisfy the condition~D21! and the

remaining parameters are zero.
Case D2b:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, f 2252 anda11 which is free.
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Case D3a:All the other parameters are zero exceptk22251, h2252 anda11, g22 which are
free.

Case D3b:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, h2252, f 2252 andg22, a11, d21
a , d̄21

a

satisfy

4g221N2a11d21
a d̄21

a 50.

5. Class E

Imposinga250, b2151, b̄2150, we obtain the chiral superalgebra,

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5a11u [11]
i j ¹aȧ , ~E1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5Na11c11u [11]
i j Mab1eab~~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1b22t [22]

ik j l Zkl!, ~E2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~E3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~c2t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~E4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~E5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#50, ~E6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~E7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~E8!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5Na11c11t [21]

ik j ¹a
k , ~E9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5a11c2t [21]

ik j ¹ȧ
k , ~E10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~E11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5 f̄ 22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~E12!

@Yi ,Yj #52Na11c11b22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~E13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~E14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~E15!

Herea11 andc11 are free and the remaining parameters satisfy the constraints,

b22f̄ 225b22h225b22k22250, ~E16!

b̄22c25b̄22f̄ 225b̄22h225b̄22k22250, ~E17!

h22~h2222k222!5 f̄ 22~ f̄ 2222k222!5c2~ f̄ 222h22!50. ~E18!

We find six essentially different subcases:
Case E1a:The parametersh225k2225 f̄ 225c250, anda11, b22, b̄22, c11 are free.
Case E1b:The parametersh225k2225 f̄ 225b̄2250, anda11, b22, c2 , c11 are free.
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Case E2a:Herek22251, a11, c11, andc2 are free and the remaining parameters are zer
Case E2b:Herek22251, f̄ 2252, a11, c11 are free and the remaining parameters are zero
Case E3a:Herek22251, h2252, a11, c11 are free and the remaining parameters are zero
Case E3b:Herek22251, h2252, f̄2252, a11, c11, c2 are free and the remaining paramete

are zero.

6. Class F

Class F has the following basic relations,a250, b2150, b̄2150, which yield the superalgebr

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5a11u [11]
i j ¹aȧ , ~F1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5eabb22t [22]
ik j l Zkl, ~F2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~F3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~c2t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~F4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#5eȧḃ~ c̄2t [2]

i j 1 c̄11u [11]
i j !¹b

j , ~F5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#5c2c̄2~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!, ~F6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~F7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~F8!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5~d3t [3]

i jk 1d21
a t [21]

i jk 1d21
b t [21]

ik j !¹a
k , ~F9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~ d̄3t [3]

i jk 1d̄21
a t [21]

i jk 1d̄21
b t [21]

ik j !¹ȧ
k , ~F10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5 f 22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~F11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5 f̄ 22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~F12!

@Yi ,Yj #5g22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~F13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~F14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~F15!

For k2225h2250, i.e., case F1, we will limit ourselves to giving the conditions which have to
fulfilled. In the cases F2, F3 wherek22251, we give a more precise discussion. There are m
subcases which we have classified as follows:

subcase a:a11Þ0,

subcase b:a1150, f 2250, f̄ 2250,
~F16!

subcase c:a1150, f 2252, f̄ 2250,

subcase d:a1150, f 2252, f̄ 2252.

With this in mind, we find nine essentially different subcases.
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Case F1:With h225k22250, which impliesf 225 f̄ 2250, the 20 conditions to be fulfilled are

b22d21
b 50, b22d350,

b̄22d̄21
b 50, b̄22d̄350,

a11c250, a11c1150,

a11c̄250, a11c̄1150,

a11d21
a 50, a11d̄21

a 50,
~F17!

c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150, b̄22c22b22c̄250,

c2~ d̄32d3!50, c̄2~ d̄32d3!50,

c2d̄21
a 2Nc11d21

a 50, c̄2d̄21
b 2Nc̄11d21

b 50,

c2d21
b 2Nc11d̄21

b 50, c̄2d21
a 2Nc̄11d̄21

a 50,

d3
22N2d21

a d21
b 50, d̄3

22N2d̄21
a d̄21

b 50.

This leads to a rather long, easy but uninteresting discussion which we will not give.
Case F2a:Herek22251, a11Þ0, d21

b , d̄21
b , f 22, and f̄ 22 satisfy the following conditions:

f 22~ f 2222!50, f̄ 22~ f̄ 2222!50,
~F18!

f 22d21
b 50, f̄ 22d̄21

b 50,

and the remaining parameters are zero.
Case F2b:Herek22251, c2 , c11, c̄2 , c̄11, d21

a , d21
b , d3 , d̄21

a , d̄21
b , d̄3 satisfy the conditions,

c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150,

c2~ d̄32d3!50, c̄2~ d̄32d3!50,

c2d̄21
a 2Nc11d21

a 50, c̄2d̄21
b 2Nc̄11d21

b 50, ~F19!

c2d21
b 2Nc11d̄21

b 50, c̄2d21
a 2Nc̄11d̄21

a 50,

d3
22N2d21

a d21
b 50, d̄3

22N2d̄21
a d̄21

b 50,

and the remaining parameters are zero.
Case F2c:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, f 2252 andc11, c̄11, d̄3 , d̄21

a , andd̄21
b

which satisfy

c11c̄1150, d̄3
22N2d̄21

a d̄21
b 50,

~F20!
c11d̄21

b 50, c̄11d̄21
a 50.

Case F2d:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, f 225 f̄ 2252 andc2 , c11, c̄2 , c̄11 which
satisfy the condition,
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c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150. ~F21!

Case F3a:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, h2252, a11Þ0, andd21
b , d̄21

b , f 22, f̄ 22,
andg22 which satisfy the conditions,

f 22~ f 2222!50, f̄ 22~ f̄ 2222!50,

d21
b ~ f 2222!50, d̄21

b ~ f̄ 2222!50, ~F22!

f 22g2250, f̄22g2250.

Case F3b:All the parameters are zero except fork22251, h2252, g22, andc2 , c11, c̄2 , and
c̄11 which satisfy the condition,

c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150. ~F23!

Case F3c:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, h2252, f 2252, andc11, c̄11, d21
a , and

d21
b which satisfy the conditions,

c11c̄1150, c11d21
a 50, c̄11d21

b 50, ~F24!

and the dependent parameter,

g225
N

4
d21

a d21
b . ~F25!

Case F3d:All the parameters are zero except fork22251, h2252, f 225 f̄ 2252, andc11, c2 ,
c̄11, c̄2 , d21

a , d21
b d̄21

a , andd̄21
b which satisfy the conditions,

c2d̄21
a 2Nc11d21

a 50, c̄2d̄21
b 2Nc̄11d21

b 50,

c2d21
b 2Nc11d̄21

b 50, c̄2d21
a 2Nc̄11d̄21

a 50, ~F26!

c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150, d21
a d21

b 2d̄21
a d̄21

b 50,

and the dependent parameter,

g225
N

4
d21

a d21
b . ~F27!
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